
HOW TO WRITE ALPHABET LETTERS IN A PAPER

Take out a piece of lined paper. Lined paper will help you write each letter evenly and uniformly. It will also help to
distinguish the difference in size of the upper.

My Five was proud of the careful work he did on this handwriting page. Children who are struggling to write
legibly may find visually processing a line or string of letters a challenge. All rights reserved. And be sure to
check out the rest of our learning ideas for letter Nâ€¦ books, crafts, free printables, and more! Make your
decision based on how large the students need to draw the letters. Even though students commonly use graph
paper in math class, the square spaces offer an easy-to-follow guide for making properly sized and spaced
letters. After a sloppy start, I admonished my Five to take his time and stay on the lines. Have him use his
index finger to point out each letter -- in order -- and mark the spaces in between to make sure that the letters
aren't pushing into each other. Get your copy here. My Five used spaghetti noodles. If the student writes letter
right next to letter, she may have difficulty discriminating one from the other. Repeat this step until he feels
comfortable writing the letter. Click on the image below! Did you like this post? He switched midway through
this activity! If the child is struggling to write the letter on his own, write it for him in the first space on the top
row of the graph paper. For kids just starting out with handwriting pages, celebrate the effort! Begin with "A"
in the first block. Next, have him write the same letter in the row directly underneath the first one. Get even
more freebies! My husband dug these out of his toolbox so that my Five could make an N with nuts. Before
moving to paper, I like my boys to try writing the letter with their finger. This ensures that she is putting
enough space between each letter and will stop her from overlapping them through the graph paper's cells, and
will be beneficial when she starts writing words and needs to master the concept of leaving a space between
words. Making letters out of small manipulatives is still quite hard for my Three, but he was happy doing this
letter N dot sticker page. Instead of making a line of letters squeezed together, ask the student to leave a space
in between each one. After he masters the letter, he can move on to "B. Move down a row, and ask him to start
over, trying the "A" again. Some are too challenging for my Three, and if I sense frustration we back off. If
your young student is bunching her words or scrunching individual letters, making a graph paper alphabet can
help to correct these problems. Have her mark the space in between each letter with a dot. This creates a visual
reminder of where one letter ends an the next begins. Have him circle the block with the most legible letter in
each row. You can get my Letters of All Sizes pages by visiting here. For example, some kindergartners start
off their first year in school still scribbling. These students may need a larger-sized 1-inch per block grid on
their graph paper in order to fit the letters in. Need more ideas for writing the alphabet? This provides extra
room and can help the student to better distinguish one letter from another. This is the next step in our
handwriting pages. You can get this page at this link. Younger children who are just learning their letters may
need larger blocks, while older students can use smaller-sized graph paper to practice writing. Read on to find
creative ways for making the letter N!


